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each mechanism, from the one that generates the language of the final line, to the ones
that generate that of the interior of the piece (or, better, whose ranges of values and shapes
generate this language), places adele in the middle of all the apparitions that surround her.
during the first minutes, it is a desert; it is the land where the red army is marching on, and

wants to seize the arms. beyond this terrain, an army of people and weapons rise and
battle. yet this battle is internal, for adele must make a long and dangerous journey through

this war, not to find weapons for the red army, but to find what she needs in another city,
the blue-haired city: during the entire film, adele’s body is an instrument of the lines of blue

that break up its form, her hair the subject that turns it into an analog of mathematical
curves and sinuous waves. the costume that covers her body is the organ that leads adele

into the unknown, and her headdress, the element that looks out in a certain way, an
element that will allow her to go where no one has gone before. adele walks through a

landscape in which millions of moving points, flashing points, points that rotate and stand
still, that move and stop, collide with one another, touch one another, create a form that

keeps its own rhythm, sets the rhythm of the landscape in motion. in blue, the line of adele
is always already the blue of a distant horizon; it has no end, and is the last line that
promises her a route that is new and strange. it is the promise to avoid all that has

happened, all that will happen, to look out as a single point into a vast, unbounded space, to
be where no one else has been. it is the promise of blue, but also adele’s deepest desire: a
desire to discover the mystery and the desire to return to the fold of her blood, flesh, blue

hair. it is also adele’s fear, a fear of losing all this, of losing everything. it is the fear of being
forgotten, of being discarded:
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the fact that this
woman is the only

survivor is a testament
to the love that her

family had for her. she
is loved beyond

measure, and her
family forgives her for
her choice to leave,
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even though they
could never forgive

themselves. she
represents the idea of
romantic love, but for
the rest of her group,

that love is not
reciprocated. the first

love that clem
receives is something
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that is real, a person
who was born and who
has already lived, no
matter what life she

has lived. instead of a
fresh-faced, ideal

youth, clem is on the
receiving end of a love

that is real and life-
long and more. these
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two forms of love are
two different ways of
coming to love. she is

not a hedonist, but she
gives into the life she
knows that she wants.
she does not believe in
laws, or in the french

system, or in the rights
of men. she does not
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believe in the system
as it is. she instead

believes in love. love
that is not just sexual,
but for her, it is about
love in all its forms.

she has a dream to be
free, and in the end,
she is. dr pissinhal-

themeingthegame sex
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exposed really, full

she. blue is the
warmest color

download mp4 hd as a
kid with an overactive

imagination, i
compulsively

consumed books,
television shows, and
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movies. these stories
and images fed my
insatiable curiosity

about the experiences
of people both real

and imagined. i
learned some of my
most important life
lessons from tv and

movies: lizzie mcguire
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taught me how to buy
a bra, the parent trap

showed me how to
pierce my own ears,

and gossip girl taught
me how to socially

blackmail my
classmates. where
would any of us be
without the social
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intelligence weve
gleaned from popular

media not only did
these images inform
my ideas about the

world around me, but i
distinctly remember

looking to these
images to figure out
how i understood my
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own identity. when you
watch the breakfast

club, you try to decide
which one you are are

you the criminal,
princess, athlete,

brain, or basket case
what color power

ranger would you be
when you watch mean
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girls, what table would
you sit at in the

cafeteria its a little
game we play with

ourselves and im sure
you just answered all

those questions in
your head as you read

this. there is an
implicit drive within us
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to see ourselves
represented on screen.
we want a character to
identify with, to care

about, to inspire
usotherwise its just

boring. but what
happens when you

dont see yourself who
do you look to for
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those valuable life
lessons you cant get

from parents and
teachers 5ec8ef588b
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